Vocabularies and collocations for Essay Writing

1. Climate
global climate change

catastrophic floods

water cycle

a rise in temperature

weather conditions

atmospheric condition
a natural phenomenon

the desert area
Greenhouse gases

the carbon dioxide
emissions
meteorologist
the local ecosystem

geographical areas
climatology
the temperate zones
ice cap melting

torrential rain
arid zones
coastal cities
the Earth’s
atmosphere
dry season

oceanography
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the biodiversity of the
rainforest
thermal radiation

the summer drought
climate change
a fierce typhoon
the polar ice cap

the general warming effect
the deforestation of the
tropics
the tropical climate
fertile soil
arid desert
a barren desert

microclimate

global warming
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2. Environment
endangered species

a powerful earthquake

protected species

global warming

rare species
extinct species

total extinction
natural calamity

air pollution

nature conservation

a natural hazard

marine pollution

environmental
damage
acid rain
the protection of the
environment

environmental
regulations
a conservation area
a natural disaster

industrial pollution
Coastal erosion
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the Earth's natural
resources
environmental
protection
eco-friendly products
an environmental
hazard

environmental
protection
environmental
degradation
marine ecosystems
a serious
environmental
challenge
the protection of the
environment
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3. Pollution
radioactive
contamination
trash
air/water/soil
pollution
industrial pollution
a source of pollution
marine pollution
environmental
pollution
solar panel
solar power
car exhaust fumes
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carbon monoxide

greenhouse effect

carbon dioxide
emissions
public transport

a high standard of
cleanliness
the health hazard
The human disease

solar energy

natural resources
fossil fuels
lethal dioxin
The polluted streets

a harmful substance
electrical equipment
public systems
tainted food

polluted
air/water/rivers
renewable energy
sources
a smoky atmosphere

The tainted places

alternative energy
clean energy
energy supplies
renewable energy
sources
renewable resource

energy production

renewable energy

nuclear energy

black smoke
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4. Transportation
public transport
road transport

private transport
a green fuel

rail transport

the traffic police

air transport
the transport system
transportation costs

a traffic jam
local traffic
safety regulations

traffic restraint policies

road safety
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motorway traffic
bus/rail/airline
passengers
a passenger ship
a railway bridge
a road bridge
the pedestrian
direction
a clean fuel

private cars
electric cars
the road transport
industry
public safety
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5. Education
presentation
practical skills
performance
homework assignment
giving feedback

a university degree
effective learning
limited knowledge
long-term memory
independent study

educational
achievement
examination results
fair test
written tests

the school curriculum

training course
pupil performance
assessment process
classroom activities
research field
vast subject
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source of information
head teacher
educational
development
subconscious mind
teaching methods
the course syllabus
academic success
academic performance
academic
qualifications

mental capability
elites
focus of attention
lecture notes
comprehensive
school
perfectly fair

private education
academic study
academic career
academic research
theoretical knowledge

functionally illiterate
traditional method
overall score

advanced tuition
learning environment
short-term memory

brilliant student
agile mind
well-educated
continuous
assessment
assessment methods
examination booklet

general knowledge
vast knowledge
intellectual ability
natural ability

school science

an intensive course
education reform
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oral exam
under evaluation

compulsory education
formal education

mental ability
multiple choice
questions
natural talent
well-rounded
graduates

high grade
Student’s motivation

foreign students
Improving
knowledge
modern method
reliable method

effective system
effects of stress

human capability
equal opportunity
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creative imagination
necessary information
average score
college course
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6. Old play
the traditional stories

Greek myths

the theatre

folklore
an ancient custom

a piece of music
a memorable
performance
live performances
art class

oral history
classical literature

an old well-known
story
magical events
historical events

a narrative poem
historical novels

a costume drama
playwright

ambitious person

a mentalistic
perspective
a stimulus
best endeavors
The fear of failure

the old legend
live performance art

7. Motivation
source of inspiration

lack motivation

increasing willingness
the ultimate goal
major success

eagerness
mental stimulation
an overwhelming
desire
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a strong motive
Rational motivations
the promotion
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8. Language
a foreign language
native dialect
an English teacher
A dead language
language skills
Conversation
the slang term

pronunciation
a foreign accent
essential vocabulary
native tongue
a powerful speech
linguistic abilities
a bilingual dictionary

linguistic change
official language
modern languages
the lingua franca
an official language
a common language
linguistic development

talker

a multilingual
phrasebook
bilingual education
monolingual speakers

a regional accent

English grammar
a telephone interview
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a means of expression
literature
language barrier
foreign tourists
phraseology
written language
improving
communication skills
spoken language

social conventions
language learning
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9. Law
tough regulations
crime prevention
the existing
legislation
strict rules
legal advice
heavy fines

drug offenders
a punishable act
terrorist violence

guilty conscience
an innocent person
a criminal court

the local authority
the death penalty
an immediate ban

civil law
international law
unlawful activities

legal responsibilities
criminal offence
a reformed criminal

a financial penalty
an international ban

a court order
court judgment

a violent crime
criminal behavior
condemned prisoners
court action
an international ban
social norms
misbehavior
killer instinct
a death sentence

an innocent victim
a jury's verdict
a defence lawyer
pickpockets
corporal punishment
a court ruling
life imprisonment
identity theft
a long jail sentence

moral corruption
cultural norms
criminal justice
system
blind obedience
inappropriate
behavior
juvenile crime
physical violence
racial harassment
street crime
antisocial behavior
traffic warden
a criminal lawyer
an unwritten rule
safety rules
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a criminal conviction
state legislatures
the trial judge
abnormal behavior
criminal law
violent acts
a ruthless criminal
standards of behavior
drug smuggling
a crime deterrent
human behavior
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illegal act
severe restrictions

the brutal murder
civil vandalism

absolute obedience
cybercrime

10. Children
local kids
behavior problems
Personal responsibility

child abuse
violent acts
a healthy infant

physical punishment
stepfather
adoptive parents

a terrible temper
a small child
parenting skills
a deprived childhood

sibling rivalry
a calm manner
normal growth
misbehavior

family home

character traits

obedience
an obedient child
a computer game
a child’s linguistic
development
a gifted child

street children
adoptive mother
polite conversation

a kindergarten teacher
inherited traits
a very close
relationship
nursery school

child development
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child’s temperament
an adopted child
a screaming baby

a single parent
television character
parental
responsibilities
Violent behavior
Mass media
young children
intellectual growth
child’s personal
growth
dependent children
a newborn child
emotional growth

toddlers
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toy cars

a positive role model

child labor

11. Youngsters
a lavish lifestyle
Mass media
Adolescents
teenagers
the wrong direction

The younger
generation
a sporting celebrity
a youth group
the young people
a positive role model

source of inspiration

real heroes

a favorable attitude
vulnerable youngsters
followers
personalities

juvenile crime
fans
a huge impact
teens

a space program
nearby galaxies
spaceman

the lunar gravity
the lunar surface
spacecraft
management

mission control
mysterious space flight
a telecommunications
satellite

a rocket launcher
NASA
a Jupiter space probe

space capsule
space shuttle
the aerospace industry

the distant stars
astronauts
space rocket

12. Space
space exploration
the Milky Way
a satellite
communications
company
the planetary system
gravitational fields
the Earth’s gravity
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the Earth’s rotation

the lunar surface

spaceship

13. Hometown/success
the cultural
environment
a residential area
the local area

major success

urban areas
social issues

the living area
a friendly
neighborhood
remarkable
achievement
slum housing
personal development

personal growth

internal migration

a major improvement
social life
childhood friends

city residents
personal prosperity
learning environment

powerful influence

a range of facilities

a remote area
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professional
performance
domestic life
remote places
social contact
local residents
good
citizenship
social
interaction
a rural area
a slum area
a metropolitan
area
social skills

beneficial side effects
wealthy neighborhood
peaceful residential
neighborhood
quiet neighborhood
a substantial migration
residential neighborhood
a remote region
a deprived area
social problems
limited success
rural residents
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14. Tourism
hospitality
tourism industry
ancient history
oral history
a guided tour
a place of pilgrimage
travel agency

national monument
guest book
holiday camp
the motel
great museums
the cultural heritage
seasonal jobs

several different places
the local language
traveler
a natural leader
modern archeology
the tourist trade
the ancient civilizations

valuable antiques
a holiday booking

foreign currency
hotel accommodations

cultural differences
cultural traditions

the national heritage
a cultural context
a summer holiday
national holiday
cultural values
a hotel guest
the historical
perspective

15. Travel
travelling expenses
the travelling life
travelling schedule
railway travelling
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foreign culture
a multicultural
community
multicultural society
international visitors

a foreign country
foreign culture

faraway places
migration

world tour
native speakers

a foreign language
a safe journey
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train journey
a long journey

a vivid picture

a school trip

travelers

16. Immigrants
a migrant worker
migrant laborer
a migrant population
deep depression
an immigrant community
language skills

another country
an influx of migrants
migration
lifestyles
citizenship
a border area

economic migrants
the political refugee
homesick
permanent residents
homelands
an illegal immigrant

separation anxiety
developed countries
cultural differences
cultural diversity
a different culture

public hostility
sufficient justifications
the mental condition
aversion therapy
racial discrimination

foreign culture
ethnic violence
ethnocentrism

17. Xenophobia
strong fear
foreigners
nationalism
patriotism
racism
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refugee camps
national security
racial abuse
strangers
xenophobic attitudes
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18. Mass media
print media
false information
bloggers

telephone network
a local radio station
the television news

a growing awareness
public awareness
a television reporter

computer software
a newspaper
advertisement

useful websites
a computer network

the digital age
a media campaign

broadcasting
a young audience
intelligent robots
the mass media

an Internet user
an enthusiastic audience
a digital camera
a computer user

television channels
video conferencing
an Internet broadcast

Internet access
sending messages
Information
revolution

a computer hacker
networking software
the telecommunications
industry

sheet of newspaper

effective
communication
radio signal

rapid progress

an email message
news headlines
younger viewers

press reports
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a national newspaper
a daily newspaper
the tabloid
newspapers
a newspaper article
media campaign
a piece of news
computer data
email address
a source of
information
detailed information
broadband connection
a new
telecommunications
system
a computer system

the latest information
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source of amusement

a lack of awareness

the necessary
information

19. Advertisements
TV advertisement
a propaganda tool
commercial business
a major advertising
campaign
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the classified adverts
marketing
communication
sponsors
Commercial ads

Commercial messages
outdoor advertising

traditional media
the company products

the real world of
commerce
advertorials

shareholders
consumer goods
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20. Invention
the latest technology

great achievement

modern gadgets
digital technology

artificial intelligence
a computer expert

an electronic device

an important tool

a digital electronic
equipment
creative imagination

practical applications
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an innovative design

a major technological
advance
recent innovations

information
technology
the latest computer
software
the computer industry

a new initiative
some useful advice
new computer
equipment
modern conveniences
a clever device
modern technology
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21. Internet
Internet surfers
The online journal
modern conveniences
a link to a website

an email message
Wikipedia articles
computer networking
information
technology

computer users
Smart phone
a computer screen
a computer network

the Internet
infrastructure
digital newspapers
easy access
download

22. Routine
a familiar routine
a healthy lifestyle
eating habits
daily life
patterns of behavior
the comfort zone
everyday life
breakfast time
everyday
improvements
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outdoor activities
human behavior
timetable
busy schedule
agendas
timeline
a detailed plan
daily exercise
a complete rest

ideal conditions
all afternoon
a variation
the constant repetition
a little sleep
a varied diet
a particular time
a simple lifestyle
a comfortable lifestyle

personal habits
routine work
an active lifestyle
a sedentary lifestyle
a stressful lifestyle
a busy lifestyle
a very busy schedule
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leisure activities

ordinary life

the old routine

a successful marriage
personal responsibility
a stressful lifestyle
close relatives

marital breakdown
marital problems
emotional response
financial difficulties

a painful divorce
monogamy
polygamy
bigamy

marriage partner
married life

financial support
living standards

unmarried females

separation

household
expenditure
a lovely couple
Housewife/
housewives
great happiness

full responsibility
a newly married
couple
polygamous societies

friendly relationship

low-income families

23. Marriage

a dependent wife
wives
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family breakdown
emotional maturity

a lifestyle change
Some married couples
stressful circumstances
a long-term
relationship
emotional support
suitable husband
family relationships
spouse
household income

a highly emotional
issue
a deeply satisfying
feeling
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24. Euthanasia
the deliberate killing
mercy killing
the brutal murder

life-saving
a deep coma
serious diseases

dying wish

fatal diseases

tragic death
violent death

a chronic disease
the symptoms of a
disease
medical care
health care
a voluntary agreement

the death rate
a death threat
a painless death
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chronically ill
seriously ill
the cost of medical
treatment
a lengthy period of
care
nursing home
sickness

ill effects
hospital treatment
injured people
the medical profession
doctors
the hospital sector
cancerous cells

patient care
hospital care
human suffering

lung cancer
the greater longevity
a rescue team
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25. Sports
an extreme sport

mountain climbing

a football field

Adventurous sports

a dangerous opponent

a sports event

a wrestling match

sports equipment
a sports center
the Olympic Stadium
a football club
a basketball player
the swimming pool
a sports injury

the team captain
an Olympic silver
medal
physical fitness
dangerous situation
a national hero
physical damage
a very keen sportsman

A naturally gifted
sportswoman
the greatest
sportswomen
severe damage
competitive sport

a professional athlete
head coach
Spectators

match referee
physical exercise
physical challenges
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a very amateur
performance
groups of football fans
a rugby match
archery tournaments
a semi-final match

an active participant
a professional wrestler
a football league
tournament
sporting heroes

parkour
a gymnastics display
scuba diving
exciting adventure
defeat an opponent

injury problems
local sports club

strong competition
International Stadium
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26. Shop
consumer electronics
products
a huge shopping mall
a commodity market
commodity prices
an important
commodity
the economic system
Window shopping
electrical goods
local bazaar
prospective buyer
consumer products
A cash budget
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export goods

Shopping center

a special discount
a popular brand
a quick sale
extra cost

mass production
plastic packaging
packet
Online shopping

international trade
business activities
spending money
the daily purchase
shopkeeper
a shopping list
customer service

economic prosperity
a satisfied customer
a business customer
Necessities
Internet shopping
Food shopping
a fair price

a candy wrapper
eye-catching designs
A competitive market
consumer goods
raw materials
industrial goods
a bargain price
a buyer’s market
trading profits
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27. Job
employees’ motivation

colleague

low-paid workers

efficient management

dangerous work

the World Trade
Organization
effective communication
a highly profitable
business
hard-working employees

a practical suggestion
the corporate
hierarchy
a casual worker

average earnings
a team leader
Output
a staff meeting

local entrepreneurs
a retired employee
annual earnings
seasonal workers

permanent
employment
senior staff
qualified staff
casual labor
a trustworthy guide

regular feedback
considerable experience
an important
engagement

high unemployment
a professional career
financial rewards

an unskilled worker
workaholics
paid employment

a successful career
human resources
job satisfaction
Leadership role
full-time employment
meticulous planning
the different
viewpoints
strong opinions
a company director
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the shared
participation
a clever idea
serious competition

the occupational
structure
employment
opportunities
temporary staff
a skilled craft
a substantial profit
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employee involvement

an important decision

a job offer

professional
qualifications

28. War
peaceful purposes

a terrorist attack

military technology

military success
a military threat

victims of racial
attacks
peaceful solution
peaceful purposes

a military victory
racist violence

an atomic bomb
nuclear weapons
a bomb attack

armed conflicts
the nuclear program
innocent civilians

terror
rescue mission
political conflict

Military expenditure
the war against
terrorism
armed conflicts
violent conflict
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29. Ideology
a new ideology
an attitude of mind
generating ideas

idealized views
widespread belief
considerable interest

brainstorm

the different
viewpoints
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a vague notion
different opinions
a controversial
decision
strategic information
system

various techniques
a heated argument
critical thinking
brainwash
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